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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

Tag your pictures to be featured in our next issue!

Pool at Gurney's Star Island Resort

A

ugust is here and we’re slipping slowly
into the back half of summer. It’s my
sincere hope that everyone has made the
most of June and July, appreciating every
indulgence available to us on the East End.
But if you’ve remained hesitant, let me
urge you to take this time to treat yourself.
We’ve rounded up five resorts for you to
reset and recharge with a little something
for everyone – everything from poolside
sunning during the day to cold cocktails
and seared steaks for dinner.

Speaking of food and appreciating the
best of the best, it’s no small feat for a
restaurant to return for a second season
in the Hamptons. Four of our favorites to
try are taking reservations, so secure your
table now and don’t forget to order dessert.
Our summertime escape doesn’t require a
long flight, just a trip East along the L.I.E.
– and as we’ve come to do, we’re closing out
the issue with your Jitney playlist for the
ride. The last track: “Staycation.” Seems
fitting, no?!
Cheers!

Robin Singer
EDITOR
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Royalty
Resorts fit for

By Leah Blewett

A

lright, guilty: East Enders famously relish the lifestyles
of the rich and famous. There’s something magical about
the way our beautiful natural setting sets the scene for
lavish meals, decadent massage treatments, and relaxation
that’s practically regal in its indulgence. Here, five of our
picks for when you’re ready to ditch the underlings and live
like the titled gentry you’ve always dreamed of being.

Baker House 1650

Where To Go for a Restful Getaway
IN EAST HAMPTON

C

hannel your inner Roman royalty in the sultry subterranean spa at
Baker House 1650. Designed by architect David Tosher, the former half
basement has been transformed into a luxe Roman bath, complete with twin
showers tucked into vaults beneath the property’s main chimneys and earthtoned tiles to transport you to ancient Italy. Swim a few laps in the endless
pool, then soften your sore muscles in the sauna and steam room before a soak
in the thermal tub. When you’re finished, wrap yourself in a Frette bathrobe
and return to your room to dress, then wander the spectacular grounds
surrounded by creeping vines, lush flowers, and 200+-year-old wisteria.
(181 Main St., East Hampton; 631.324.4081; www.bakerhouse1650.com)

If cultural royalty excites
you more than inherited
titles, look no further

IN SAG HARBOR

I

f cultural royalty excites you more
than inherited titles, look no further
than Baron’s Cove. Located in the artsy
haven of Sag Harbor, the resort has been
around since the 1950s, when it played
host to John Steinbeck, Paul Newman,
Art Garfunkel, Jackson Pollock, Truman
Capote, and Kurt Vonnegut, among
others. It was restored and reopened
in 2015, and today you can book their
opulent “Dine like a Baron” package,
which includes a dining credit for a
sumptuous meal at The Restaurant at
Baron’s Cove. (Try the Sirloin Steak
Frites with bearnaise and herb butter!)
Who knows? You might sit down to
dinner next to The Next Big Thing in art
or literature.
(31 Water St., Sag Harbor; 844.227.6672;
www.caperesorts.com/barons-cove)

IN BRIDGEHAMPTON

W

ho hasn’t imagined sharing
cucumber sandwiches with the
Queen and her corgis? Here in the
Hamptons, we dream a little bigger; we
want those cucumbers to be grown in Her
Majesty’s own garden. For that, there’s
Topping Rose House, a posh, intimate
hotel that gives new meaning to farm to
table: dishes in their on-site restaurant
are prepared using seasonal produce
from their own Topping Rose Farm. (Did
we mention that the restaurant is called
Jean-Georges at Topping Rose – after that
Jean-Georges?) If artisanal veggies from
a world-class chef aren’t enough, hire the
house shuttle (a Land Rover, naturally) to
the beach or savor a yoga flow overlooking
the heated outdoor pool.
(1 Bridgehampton-Sag Harbor Tpke.,
Bridgehampton; 631.537.0870; www.
toppingrosehouse.com)

A posh, intimate hotel
that gives new meaning
to farm to table

IN AMAGANSETT

What’s more regal than
curling up in front of a
roaring fire?

What’s more regal than curling up in
front of a roaring fire? When the sea
breeze cools the end of the island on
summer nights, The Reform Club is
just the place to warm up like a Windsor.
Several of their rooms and cottages offer
fireplaces, but we’re partial to Cottage 2,
whose double-faced fireplace opens both
onto the snug bedroom (complete with
Matouk linens on the king-size Duxiana
bed) and the breezy patio (accessible via
double doors on each side of the fireplace
and outfitted with a cedar chaise daybed
for two). Fancy a cocktail in front of the
flame? Not a problem: the cottage includes
a full wet bar.
(23 Windmill Ln.,
Amagansett; 631.267.8500;
www.reformclubamagansett.com)

IN MONTAUK
Perhaps your summertime style is more
mermaid than monarch? The Seawater
Spa at Gurney’s Montauk is calling you
like the song of the sirens. Choose from four
different oceanfront workout series, ranging
from invigorating Pilates to calming Stretch
& Release, then book the Head-to-Toe Ocean
Radiance Treatment, which starts with their
signature Customized Massage with specially
formulated ocean radiance aromatherapy oil,
followed by a face massage with marine plasma
serum to rejuvenate your outside and reflexology
to soothe your soles (and soul!) during your
cryogenic seaweed facial mask. It’s an Arielapproved treatment that’s fit for a Disney
princess.

Choose from four
different oceanfront
workout series

(290 Old Montauk Hwy., Montauk;
631.668.2345; www.gurneysmontauk.com)

SOPHOMORE
standouts
By Julie Jones

Season-Two Restaurants to Try This Year

E

very year, we keep a close eye
on the restaurant openings in
the Hamptons, noting the hits, the
misses, and all else in between.
Among those in the first batch, here
are the four we’re most excited to
return to this summer, their second
season in the Hamptons dining scene,
for the oyster po’boys, banana cream
pie, and 24-ingredient molé that we’ve
been dreaming of since last year.

Silver Lining Diner
Banana Cream Pie

A

Showfish Extravagant at
every turn of
the menu

s part of its $13 million overhaul of a storied
old yacht club, Gurney’s Star Island Resort and
Marina in Montauk opened last year with a world-class
restaurant among its myriad other offerings: the not-sohumbly-named Showfish. Extravagant at every turn
of the menu, Showfish ensured it would make a splash
with fruits de mer towers that top out at $460, replete
with caviar, and in-house “vegetable butchers” chopping
up the freshest farm produce right before your eyes.
The menu even includes a “farm abbreviation codes”
section to let you know where those sugar snaps and
seasonal greens were grown.
While all-day dining makes Showfish a prime spot
for a sophisticated lunch – swordfish and bacon BLTs,
lobster and kimchi fried rice – it excels at being a
no-expense-spared destination for special occasions,
perhaps ended with a nightcap at Showfish Bar, a short
walk from the resort’s iconic lighthouse.
(32 Star Island Rd., Montauk)

Morty's Oyster Stand
Outdoor Patio & Oysters

A

tmospheric but quirky, upscale but relaxed,
Morty’s Oyster Stand has a certain panache
in its approach to the classic summer seafood spot.
In the space that was formerly the legendary Cyril’s
Fish House, Morty’s reinvented the digs with a
chic navy and white palette and toile wallpaper
illustrated with scenes of local nautical life, as well
as a large outdoor patio.
Colorful main dishes mix local seafood with
flavorful accoutrements like lemon drop peppers,
celeriac slaw, and roasted mushroom chimichurri
(the menu was designed by chef Sam Talbot, the TV
personality behind the popular restaurant at the
Surf Lodge). But Morty’s was equally a favorite last
season for its simpler options: platters of fresh East
Coast oysters, carefully selected summer wines,
and lovely environs. The classic lobster roll is on the
higher end of the sandwich’s price spectrum, but, as
with everything here, the quality and attention to
detail warrant the expense.

Morty’s Oyster
Stand has a certain
panache in its
approach to the
classic summer
seafood spot.

(2167 Montauk Hwy., Amagansett)
Showfish Bar &
Various Dishes (Inset)

T

he East End has no shortage of diners,
but the latest to join the batch last year
is anything but a greasy spoon. Also in Water
Mill, Silver Lining Diner is an ode to the
U.S.’s sock-hop days, all gleaming glass and
chrome, saccharine and clean and done up in
candy colors. Sandwiches are multilayered; fried
chicken and waffles are perfectly golden brown;
giant cupcakes come on cake platters with snowlike frosting drizzled in sauce.

Silver Lining is
an ode to the U.S.’s
sock-hop days

That said, Silver Lining knows that times
have changed. There are also acai bowls, salads,
flat whites, and vegan ice cream. Portions are
reasonable, ingredients are local and organic
when possible, and “fried” does not equate with
dripping in grease. Perhaps the ice cream float
made with kombucha is the prime example of
Silver Lining’s unique appeal as a refined version
of American indulgence – sinful, yes, but ever
more conscientiously so.
(32 Montauk Hwy., Southampton)

Coche Comedor
Table 5 & Codal Pastor (Inset)

F

Coche Comedordesigned for sharing,
with specialities
such as pork ribs
carnitas from the
wood-burning grill
Silver Lining Diner
Hudson Valley Cedar Plank (Inset)

rom the Honest Management Group – the
restaurant group behind fixtures such as Nick
& Toni’s, Towline BBQ, and Rowdy Hall – Mexican
restaurant Coche Comedor opened last year in
Amagansett to nothing but star reviews. Next
door to the La Fondita Taqueria, also an Honest
production, Coche Comedor’s menu is designed for
sharing, with specialties such as pork rib carnitas
from the wood-burning grill, ceviches from the raw
bar, apricot-tamarind duck from the rotisserie, and
stacks of hand-pressed tortillas.
Two years in the making, the space is a Mexican
take on a diner with blue leather banquettes,
imported black-and-white ceramic tiled floors, and a
handsome steel bar from whence come citrusy and
bitter cocktails, Sangria made with local winery
Warwick Valley’s wine, and tasting flights of agave
spirits. Reservations aren’t taken, which makes a
taco or two at La Fondita a good way to tide you
over until a table is free.
(74 Montauk Hwy., Amagansett)

CHEF SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

Roll Through
Water Mill’s
Kissaki

" I think the Hamptons is a great
location; in fact, I have regulars
here that have eaten at my old
restaurant in Astoria."

By Robin Singer

Q& A w it h Che f Mar k Gar cia

I

f New Yorkers had to build
their own food pyramid
it’s safe to say sushi would
be granted a significant
portion of it. In the city, it’s a
consistent go-to for everything
from takeout, to power
lunches, to swanky sake-fueled
dinners downtown. So, it
always seemed a little suspect
that the restaurants out East
seemed so limited for such
a popular cuisine. Well, this
summer that’s changed.
Earlier this summer,
Executive Chef and Partner
Mark Garcia is brought a
premium sushi experience to
the East End with Kissaki.
The new Water Mill location
will be the third for the brand,
including Kissaki downtown
at 319 Bowery and Nerai in
Midtown East. Chef Garcia
talked with Hamptons
Monthly about the new
Hamptons outpost, embracing
his role as an “outsider” in the
world of sushi making, and of
course, leaves us with a few
menu suggestions – even some
for the novice sushi palate!

Welcome to your first summer in the
Hamptons! With two locations in Manhattan,
what inspired the outpost on the East End?
I decided to join this partnership because
we wanted to build a brand, and we are just
positioning ourselves in the right places. I
think the Hamptons is a great location; in fact,
I have regulars here that have eaten at my old
restaurant in Astoria.

You began your journey in sushi-making
with a decade-long mentorship with Chef
Kaze Chan but have long considered yourself
an “outsider” in the business. Now with
several successful restaurant partnerships
under your belt, how did you find yourself
embracing that role of supposed outsider and
ending up here?
I think I was labeled an outsider because I am not
of Japanese descent or Asian. The day I realized I
was, I embraced it! I said to myself, “I'm just going
to do it my way,” and so far it's been working.

When getting to talk with chefs
we like to play what we call
“The Perfect Pair.” We’ll present
some scenarios and you tell us
which dishes suit the situation.
Let’s start with me, for example.
I’m the furthest thing from a
sushi eater. So what would you
recommend I order to gently
introduce me to the cuisine?
I have served first-timers, beginners,
and advanced sushi eaters. With my
guest at the sushi bar, I'm always
able to adjust to your needs and
likes. Also, the relationship I have
with my guest is about trust. Once
I've earned your trust then there's
nothing you won't like on my menu.
I have a regular who decided to
bring her boyfriend to my sushi bar,
and she warned me that he does
not eat any of that and is not very
adventurous. I said, “okay let's get
started halfway into it.” He couldn't
believe that he loved it all so far, so I
took it up a notch and decided to give
him a Japanese delicacy, "shirako,"
which is "Milt cod"... It was a lightly
poached brush with ponzu, shaved
winter truffle, chives and sea salt...
At first, when I presented it to him
I have to admit he was a bit fearful
and jokingly I said it gives you
manpower... Obviously his girlfriend
knew what it was and she started
giggling... So he ate it. I think he
felt a little pressure since everybody
at the bar was just looking at him
waiting for him to eat it since
everyone already had their piece. As
we all waited with anticipation for
the verdict, he smiled and said this
is good. I felt relieved and jokingly
said to the girlfriend it's going to be
a good night for you. We all started
laughing. Come to find out three
months later she is expecting!

"I have served firsttimers, beginners, and
advanced sushi eaters.
With my guest at the
sushi bar, I'm always
able to adjust to your
needs and likes."

Next in is a group looking to
share several rolls to get a taste of
everything. What’s the best way to go
about this at Kissaki and what are
you bringing them?

Leave us with this: what are
three things that will make
your restaurant stand out from
other spots offering sushi in the
Hamptons?

I think my sushi is accessible to all types
of taste buds. As a group, I would order
all the futomaki and a few pieces of
nigiri.

I can honestly say I have some of the best
products in the Hamptons hands down.
We have our own direct line to Japan
now, which is great for everyone.
670 Montauk Hwy. Suite E, Water Mill;
631.709.8855; explorekissaki.com

name
What’s in a

By Julie Jones

Gurney's Montauk Resort
Cocktails on the Beach

Tipple Take on Their Hamptons’ Namesakes

A

French 75, a Manhattan, a Vieux Carré… some of bar culture’s most
popular cocktails are spirited distillations of the spirit of a place.
Bringing this tradition to the East End, mixologists are designing drinks
meant to evoke the distinct atmospheres of the Hamptons, from breezy
sunsets in South Fork to star-crossed loving in Montauk. Save the Long
Island Iced Tea for later – here are four others to try.

locals
ONLY

whiskey
lemon
pineapple
falernum
bitters

south fork

SPRITZ
F

or a relaxed night out, there are
few better spots than The Firepit
at Gurney’s Montauk Resort and
Seawater Spa, where an expansive
outdoor patio overlooking the Atlantic
Ocean and Gurney’s 2,000-foot private
beach shines into the night with six
stone firepits set ablaze as the sun sets.
Oysters, sharing platters, burgers,
and lobster rolls flesh out the short
food menu, but the most culinarily
impressive part of The Firepit is the
carefully crafted cocktail list offering
top-shelf concoctions, many focused on
of-the-moment agave liquors and tropical
fruits. But for something truly set in the
scenery, go for the Locals Only, which
mixes whiskey from 2013-founded local
distiller Montauk Hard Label with
lemon, pineapple, falernum, and bitters.
Rich and tart, it warmly accompanies
a night spent fireside listening to the
waves, or grooving to live music when
DJs and bands come to lend their
talents.
(290 Old Montauk Hwy., Montauk)

rose
vermouth
aperol
grapefruit

A

15-minute drive east to Lake Montauk
brings you to Gurney’s second East End
setting, Gurney’s Star Island Resort &
Marina, which opened last year in a storied
yacht club once frequented by the Astors
and Vanderbilts but had, in time, grown
too tired for such a prestigious location.
After the Gurney’s team worked its magic,
scrubbing up the original architecture and
installing some of the most kingly rooms in
the Hamptons, the new resort has received
nothing but extravagant praise – particularly
for its three dining options, including the
centerpiece fine-dining seafood restaurant
Showfish (see the dining feature in this
issue). While the wine list is requisitely
impressive, the cocktails at Showfish also
deserve attention. Ideal for pairing with one
of the restaurant’s lavish seafood towers,
start with a South Fork Spritz, a fresh take
on the classic spritz with rosé, vermouth from
local winery Channing Daughters, Aperol,
and grapefruit.
(32 Star Island Rd., Montauk)

Sagaponack

MULE
Sagaponack Farm

vodka
lime
ginger beer

N

ow in its 16th year, East Hampton’s
Fresno continues to delight
summer crowds with its romantic
garden terrace, chic bistro style,
Wine Spectator–awarded wine list,
and contemporary American cuisine
that mixes the freshest local seafood
and vegetables with influences from
Thailand, India, Italy, and France.
As such, the restaurant is ideal for
multicourse, candlelit meals that
last well into sweet summer nights.
But Fresno’s bar – long and polished
with a line of rattan-topped stools – is
also a prime spot for appetizers and
drinks, taken equally well with close
conversation or mingling with others.

Fitting with the food menu, the cocktail
list offers a variety of contemporary
takes on classic libations, such as a
barrel-aged white Negroni and mezcalbased old fashioned. But we recommend
the Sagaponack Mule, a simple drink
made from local Sagaponack Farm
vodka, lime, and ginger beer. It’s
precisely the lack of frills that make this
drink so special, letting the smoothness
of the award-winning vodka, distilled
in a century-old barn in its namesake
Hamptons town, shine through.
(8 Fresno Pl., East Hampton)

L

ike jellybeans in a jar, who could
guess the number of summer flings
that have started at The Montauk
Beach House? With one of the most
locked and loaded party calendars in
the Hamptons, The MBH every year
puts on sunny yoga classes and pool
parties by day, and discos and specially
hosted events by night, seeing just about
every vacationer make their way to the
backyard poolside at some point or other

in the season to eat, drink, and flirt the
hours away. Among the many cheeky
cocktails on the drinks menu – Call an
Uber, Talk Derby to Me – the Montauk
Make Out might be the one that plays
cupid best, a potent mix of vodka with
aloe vera liquor, fresh watermelon, and
lime. It’s all the things a good kiss should
be – sweet, smooth, and leaving you
slightly flushed.
(55 South Elmwood Ave., Montauk)

Call an

UBER
vodka
st.germain
lemon juice
blackberry shrub
falernum liqueur
mint

MEN

Patio Parties

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors

“These striking
fireplaces make
a dramatic
statement. Try
placing multiples
in different heights
around the pool.”
Anywhere Fireplaces
Southampton Medium Teak
Rue La La

“This ceramic BBQ is worth the
investment. While the ceramic shell
works for all searing, roasting and
grilling – the unique design is by no
means an eye-sore.”
BergHOFF
Ceramic BBQ
Rue La La
Safavieh Tallen
Indoor/Outdoor Modern
Concrete Coffee Table
Rua La La

“I love this Sunlounger
for its look, and most
importantly, comfortability.”
Libby Langdon
Hamptons Ocean Area Rug
Rue La La

Safavieh
Azusa Sunlounger
Rue La La

M E N'S G ROOM ING

Plant Based
Bliss

SERUM
We all know what a toll a night
out can take on our bodies, and
our skin can get put through the
ringer as well. Lab Beauty’s
CBD Recovery Oil gives a major
boost to your skin, hydrating and
nourishing to tighten, lift, and firm
you up. In addition to helping to
sure up collagen production to keep
your youthful firmness, it fortifies
with potent antioxidants.

Caring for you skin and hair are
perhaps among the most potent
pathways toward health and
confidence. If you’re looking to
redefine your skincare regimen
or if you haven’t established one
quite yet, why not give mother
nature a try? These products
are derived from or capitalize
on plants or naturally-based
elements, which will not only
improve your look, but your
overall well-being, too.

SHAMPOO
Wake up in the morning with
delicate traces of a peppermint
aroma. Philip B Peppermint
and Avocado Volumizing and
Clarifying Shampoo utilizes
the revitalizing powers of Persea
Gratissima (Avocado) Oil to
leave you with soft, shiny hair.
Additionally, 16 infused plant
extracts create a tingly-cooling
sensation that will soothe dryness
and irritation from your scalp.

HAIR PRODUCT

SCENT
Wakeheart’s new unisex fragrance
Conscious Conversations is like a
splash of clear blue water from the
deepest parts of the ocean. Stay true to
your inner voices, as well as emanating
strength, power, and empathy, with notes
of orange blossoms and ocean driftwood.

Often when we think of pomade, it’s
a shiny, translucent, gel-like product.
Fatboy’s Sea Salt Pomade, however,
is an innovative reinvention of its
namesake, but with added elements
of clays and creams. Infused with sea
salt, it leaves you with a beachy, matte
look. It’s lightweight and will give you
the texture and finish of someone just
emerging from a dip in the ocean.or
teeth, this kit is nonabrasive and won’t
cause the kind of discomfort that can
come from some competing brands.

FLOSS
Gents, we want you to take good care of
yourself, and that includes encouraging
a daily regimen of multivitamins. No
matter your age, that extra boost in the
morning can make a huge difference to
your overall health. However, typical
gummy or pills absorption rates are only
about 20%. DL.MD’s Liquid Multi-Vitamin Supplement ups that to a 98%,
giving you the nutrients you need.

Writen by Michael Raver

Sock It to You
Look Debonair Down There

By Michal Raver

D

on’t wear white socks with dress shoes. Don’t wear black socks
with white sneakers. Rules like these have floated around the
style-verse for ages, but there are still some gray areas, and still some
do’s and don’t’s that we want to clear up.
Your socks don’t have to be an afterthought, and they certainly don’t
have to recede into the dark either. Much like a tie or a pocket square,
a well-chosen sock can give a man’s outfit a bit of flavor and be an
indicator of his true personality.

Bombas
Men's Performance Calf Sock

A suit can pop
with a little
tease of a
bright, silly, or
bold pattern

Bombas has
become a
torchbearer
of the sock
industry

Best To Sho
Some Personality
FUN SOCKS

Best For Breathability
BOMBAS
There’s really nothing quite like a
good, breathable sock. Founded in
2013, Bombas (which is latin for
“hive”) has become a torchbearer
of the sock industry. Not only do
they feature a variety of styles
and prints in nearly every color
imaginable, their commitment to
humanitarianism has made them
arguably the most notable brand of
their kind.
STYLING TIP: We love pairing these with
a great workout sneaker, like the highperforming and sleek Clouds from On
Running Shoes.

Lightweight and long lasting, these
socks are constructed at a very high
bar. Their merino wool no-shows
and their innovative athletic socks
are among their best-sellers, largely
because of how well they let your
feet breathe. A day out and about
will leave you dry and comfortable
without a hint of sweaty toes.

With menswear, the devil is in the
details. We love the idea of showing
your personality through your look with
statement pieces like socks. A suit can
pop with a little tease of a bright, silly,
or bold pattern. Fun Socks’ ethos is
literally “Wear Your Fun,” and we can’t
agree more.
Back in 2017, the company was
formed by New Yorker Isaac E. Ash,
who brought a fashion-forward, daring,
and cheery approach to an item of
menswear that had long been thought
of as stodgy and dull. Even classic
styles like stripes have been given
a slick makeover, as with the wavy
stripe dress sock. Or, take the argyle,
which has been long heralded as the
quintessential dressy sock. Fun Socks’
version, The Broken Argyle, is an eyecatching burst of color and frivolity.

STYLING TIP: Bright and colorful
pieces like this work brilliantly with
the simple brilliance of bright white
Atom’s sneakers.

With a focus on
the heart of what
men need from a
quality sock
Best For The Classics
GOLD TOE
When in doubt, always turn toward the
classics. Certain styles will always be
on-trend, and that’s one of the reasons
we adore Gold Toe. With a focus on the
heart of what men need from a quality
sock, their stripes, solids, and argyles
are all on point. Their handsome prints
also can show a hint of color in an
otherwise monochromatic suit and tie
look, while more robust pieces can give
you the arch support you need for a good
workout.

Best For Everyday
NICE LAUNDRY
Finding footwear for everyday
use often has people sacrificing
style for the sake of comfort, and
socks are no different. Everyone
wants their feet to stay dry and
comfortable all day long, and
that begins with a well-chosen
sock. Nice Laundry has a
commitment to filling their
customers’ sock drawers with
their Microlast™ processing,
which reduces shrinkage and
provides additional stretch.
Additionally, their Everknit™
process wards the toes and heels
against wear and tear. (Don’t you
hate it when your favorite socks
get holes?)

STYLING TIP: We love pairing them with
sneakers like the crowd-pleasing Catiba
High Tops from Cariuma. These Brazilian
sneakers are not only bouncy and easy on the
sole, they’re also hand-crafted with natural
materials with loving care.

Nice Laundry
has a commitment
to filling their
customers’ sock
drawers with
their Microlast™
processing

The Midnight Deer Argyle can bring
a much-needed pop of bright red and
soft green to a subdued dress shoe/pant
combo. But make no mistake, this isn’t
your grandpa’s sock collection. You can
easily rock the Bloody Mary crew socks
and their eponymous cocktail patterned
against a bright blue backdrop.

STYLING TIP: Slip into a pair of these
with Nothing New’s eco-friendly charcoal
gray low top lace-ups on your way to
brunch with friends. Cheers!

WOMEN

Patio Parties

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors

Round Brown Woven Rattan Lantern
Rue La La
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“This outdoor canopy makes
my backyard feel like I’m on
vacation everyday.”
Modway
Outdoor Siesta Canpoy Outdoor Patio Daybed
Rue La La

CY

Single Malt
With A Bold,
Tropical
Twist
SELECTIVELY FINISHED IN RUM BARRELS
FOR A WELL BALANCED & EXCEPTIONALLY
SMOOTH TASTE

CMY

Funboy
Private Jet Float
Funboy.com

K

“The French Garden collection
from Villeroy & Boch is a favorite
summer china pattern, perfect
for dining al fresco.”

“For an outdoor living room feel, this
hand-made rug adds a cozy element.”
Estrellas
Hand-Made Indoor/Outdoor Rug
Rue La La

Common Projects
Retro Low Leather Sneaker
Rue La La

ENJOY OUR QUALITY RESPONSIBLY.
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W OM E N'S B E AUT Y

Beauty Meditation
Must-Haves

EYE SERUM
If eyes are indeed the window to the
soul, then you’ll likely need to give them
a few moments to recharge. Begone dark
circles! Air Repair’s eye cream is a
supremely hydrating treatment that
relieves dry skin and protects around
the eye area. In addition to aiding in the
reduction of fine lines, it’s made with
aloe vera and allantoin, which work to
soothe and stimulate new cell growth.

Meditation can take many forms.
Sometimes it looks like being
still and taking some deep,
measured breaths while focusing
on a visualization of some kind,
while other times it simply can
be a mindfulness practice geared
toward self-care. There are a lot
of variables and a lot of different
paths toward a solid meditation
practice, but it can’t hurt to have
some help along the way. These
products are excellent tools that
can help you get your chakras
aligned and start the healing
process from the inside out.

BODY OIL
Hydrate and tone your skin with
Indie Lee’s blissful Destress Body
Oil. The soothing effects are bloated
by the delightful aroma of rosemary
and cooling eucalyptus. Utilizing a
powerful blend of jojoba, grape seed,
and macula oils. You’ll feel refreshed
and invigorated either as you start
your day or as you wind down at night.

HOW
DO YOU
SPRITZ?
Angeleno

NIGHT CREAM
Drawing upon the anti-inflammatory
properties in CBD oil, Haoma’s
Recovery Night Cream works gently
yet deeply into your skin to moisturize
and stir up cell production while you’re
resting. The lavender and chamomile
contribute a calming fragrance that
encourage relaxation and surrender.

TheLillet Spritz
1. 3 Parts Lillet Blanc or Lillet Rosé

CANDLE
Setting the mood for meditation can
make all the difference in the world.
R+Co’s Dark Waves Candle creates
a soothing atmosphere so you get the
most out of your meditation/cool-down
time. Let your shoulders drop and
your neck relax with this luxurious
candle, with its top notes of Citrus and
Sichuan Pepper, and a base of Blonde
Woods, Amber, and Patchouli.

FACIAL MIST
There is something utterly delicious and
relaxing about a calming facial spray. Youth to
the People’s Adaptogen Soothe + Hydrate
Activated Mist is one of those products that
has us giddy with excitement. This ultrafine spritz not only hydrates your skin and
calms visible redness, but it is infused with
antioxidants and soothing peptides, making it
a serum in mist form. It feels so good going on,
and the lasting effects are exquisite.

2. Top with 3 Parts Tonic or Soda
3. Add Strawberry, Mint & Cucumber

LILLET.COM
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

Writen by Michael Raver

LILLET® FRENCH APÉRITIF WINE. 17% ALC./VOL.
©2020 IMPORTED BY PERNOD RICARD USA, NEW YORK, NY

Daddy’s
GIRL DUDS
Drawing Inspiration from Menswear
By Michal Raver

L

adies, don’t discount your dad’s closest as a source of fashion inspiration.
It’s important to remember the things our fathers have given us: support,
encouragement, and the knowledge that we can do whatever we put our
minds to. And that strength can translate to what you wear.
Pop’s blazers and ties can integrate into your own sense of style. Truth be
told, pieces like these have been inextricable components of feminine style for
quite some time, and women wearing menswear-inspired clothes is now more
on-trend than ever before.
So, here we’ve rounded up some of our favorite items and a few celebs
who’ve worn them best.

Madewell's
Dad Jeans

tube
socks

caps

Celeb Inspo:

Celeb Inspo:

While popping on a
baseball cap might feel
like something for a day
of errands or cleaning out
the garage, Kaia Gerber
has taught us that it can
be a statement piece all
its own.

Tube Socks were once part of
a late-eighties/early-nineties
sporty look, often paired
with either Keds or a chunky
white sneaker. This is a prime
example of athletic, masculine
imagery making its way
into women’s style. Model
Hailey Bieber’s penchant for
adopting this style speaks to
her love of nostalgia.

Our Pick:
The tomboy image of the
American iconography
of ’47 Brand’s Yankees
Clean Up hat infuses
buoyant and chipper

Our Pick:
Nike’s Everyday
Cushion Crew sock
gives a breathable
support to your feet.

Kaia Gerber
Hailey Beiber

Styling Tip: Also, definitely nab yourself a
pair of all-white Jefferson kicks from Native
Shoes to go with them to complete the look.
Remember that both the tube socks and the
sneaks need to be kept clean to really knock
this style out of the park.

Styling Tip: Whether you’re sipping mimosas or

running to the grocery, this worn-in cotton lid comes
equipped with an adjustable strap on the back. The
fit of the hat really makes a big difference and can
mean the difference between looking disheveled and
looking pert and adorable.

jeans

Celeb Inspo:

It’s true that jeans are most
commonly worn on the snug
side, but in the last few years
there has been a resurgence
of looser fits. Singer/
songwriter Maggie Rogers
has been rocking what has
become known as Dad Jeans.

vests
Celeb Inspo:

Vests have become a layering
piece celebrated by both
men and women, adding a
crispness to the wardrobes
of both. Actress Blake Lively
loves herself a good vest,
donning everything from
a bloused open version, as
well as the quintessential,
structural suit variety.

Our Pick:
Madewell’s
Dad Jeans are
slouchy and just
a touch oversized
in a boyfriend
style, but with
a low-rise. Soft
and durable, they
won’t fade in the
wash, but will
maintain their
lived-in quality.

Maggie Rogers

Styling Tip: Head over to Urban

Outfitters to pick up their Queen Band
Tee, as the vintage style and billowy
softness pairs beautifully with the angular
silhouette of the denim.

Our Pick:
She’s inspired our love
of the Pixie Market
Ecru Linen Vest,
which is made from
100% eco-friendly linen
and works brilliantly in
the summer.

Styling Tip: Fitted like a waistcoat, we

actually think going topless underneath
this, making it a kind of tank/button-down
hybrid, is a stunning way to wear it. You’d get
the sun and the breeze on your skin, but still
maintaining all of that glamor and strength.

Blake Lively

STYLE SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

A.LYNN
Q&A with A.LYNN Founder
Andrea Seemayer
By Robin Singer

T

imeless basics are the foundation
of any woman’s wardrobe.
However, if those pieces aren’t the
right fit or made to last, they’re not
worth the cloth they’re cut from. With
years of fashion experience working
with top designers (including ZAC
Zac Posen, Rebecca Taylor, and
Alice+Olivia), Andrea Seemayer noticed
some inconsistencies in the way
women’s clothes were being measured
and made. To solve the considerable
sizing gap, she launched her own line:
A.LYNN.
Andrea chatted with Hamptons
Monthly about the brand and its
dedication to providing better fitting
basics for all body types, helps us style
the little black dress to bring us from
summer days through to the nights,
and weighs in on confidence being the
best accessory.

A.LYNN’s ethos is to
make more sizes to
fit real women. What
were challenges and
holes you saw in the
industry that led
to you creating the
brand?

can come to find their everyday
uniform that will bring them
comfort and confidence every time
they walk out into the world.

I saw and experienced fit
challenges in the fashion
industry during the day-to-day
responsibilities of my career. I have
worked as the head of technical
design departments, product
development, and production
departments for the last decade
at well known contemporary
designers in New York City. The
role I played oversaw fittings and
implemented the brand’s size
scales – how you get from the
standard fit model, size 4, down to
a 00 or up to a 30. I saw a severe
limitation in the width-to-length
ratio that women need. Let’s be
real: women are not all the same
proportion.

If your wardrobe doesn’t have
the perfect white tee hanging
somewhere in there, then in my
opinion, your wardrobe is not yet
complete. We perfected the fit and
feel of our tees to leave women
feeling sexy and comfortable in
their own skin. Our best-seller and
fan favorite is the Baby Tee, which
was created to enhance a woman’s
curves but leave just enough room
to hang off the body so that she
feels comfortable and nothing is
clinging in the wrong places.

I started asking questions like,
“Why do men get to have waist
and inseam measurements for
pants or neck and sleeve length
variations for shirts but women
don't?" and "Why do fashion houses
put all their energy into creating
fancy dressing that we only wear
1-3 times a year but lack options
in luxe basics that we wear every
day?" This experience drove me
to work on a new sizeology, and
A.Lynn was born -- a brand where
women of all shapes and sizes

Any woman will tell you that a
classic white tee is a wardrobe
staple. You seemed to have
created a perfect one! Tell us
about it.

The nip of the waist shape is so
important on a tee. You want to
see that you have a waistline,
but you don’t want your tee to be
skin-tight. Also, if the waist shape
doesn’t sit in the correct spot, it
can really throw the whole fit off.
For example: if the shape is one
inch too low on your body, it will
hug your love handles and give
you a feeling of looking boxy and
accentuating the widest part of
your abdomen. So, the A.Lynn
Baby Tee in all lengths (short,
regular, long) positions the waist
perfectly with just enough shape to
leave you feeling chic just the way
you are.

Another classic is the black dress.
It’s so versatile but can sometimes
seem boring. So help us out. Tell us
how you’d style your Strapz Maxi
Dress for the day then how you’d
change up the look to transition it
to work for a night out.
There is nothing better than having
staple pieces in your closet that can
double- or triple-down as multi-outfit
layers. Our Strapz Maxi is sure to do
just that. I, personally, wear mine all
summer long in more settings than
I can count. So, for a simple twolook style from day to night, I would
suggest…
Summer days in New York City and the
Hamptons are casual, laid back, and
enjoyed outdoors, which can be pretty
hot in most places. So, I try to go for the
“less is more” look during the day. Our
Strapz Maxi is a sheer-weight jersey,
meaning the breeze will penetrate the
fabric, leaving you naturally cooled and
less sweaty. I would pair the Strapz
Maxi with a fun bandeau bra, or even
swimsuit top, to add some texture or
color to the dress.
To avoid an abundance of sun, I would
throw on an oversized summery
hat, something straw, big, bold, and
beautiful. Since it’s the day and most
likely you’re out and about in grass
or around a pool, wear comfortable
flats. I would go with some monotone
and maybe a touch of gold or silver
hardware.
Depending on the vibe of the day, I like
to throw on my standard gold rings
and a necklace or two (long and thin…
simple but meaningful). I would choose
a metal that matched to any other
metal already present on my shoes and/
or bag. And that’s it; that’s your day
look ready to go!
Then we just need to take six simple
steps to transition into your happy-hour
vibe. (see side bar for 6 steps)

"I, personally, wear
mine all summer long
in more settings than
I can count."

First, take the hat off,
throw in some dryshampoo, and give those
locks some volume and let
them hang free. If it was
a really sweaty day, pull
it up into messy bun or
top-knot.
Second, swap out that
bandeau or body suit for
normal undies and either a
lacey bralette or braless if
you dare. I love wearing a
lacey maroon triangle-back
detail bralette I own with
my black Strapz Maxi.
Third, throw your flats in
the back of the closet and
pull out a sleek wedge or
espadrille. We want a lil’
height and elongated leg
for the evening.
Fourth, trade in your
oversized tote for a simple
leather clutch; the sun is
going down, so you don’t
need as much supplies.
Well, you still need that
mask…and be prepared to
imprint lips on the inside,
because fifth, you’re going
to add a touch of makeup
with a pop of lip color; be
bold!
Lastly, you will layer on
some more jewelry. This
is a very elegant, simple
dress, so feel free to dress
it up with a stack of
necklaces and bracelets.
Then maybe a spritz of
your favorite perfume and
you’re ready! VOILA.

If you were going out to the Hamptons
for the weekend, what are you going
to be sure to pack from the collection?
Good question! Luckily, A.Lynn is super
versatile, so I don’t have to pack too many
items for a weekend trip since I can get at
least two looks out of every piece. My top
three picks to last me through a weekend
in the Hamptons would be the Strapz
Maxi dress in black, the LS Crew Tee in
light rib white, and the BF Tee in sheer
jersey white.
To end, give us what you think makes
for great personal style beyond the
clothes on our back.
Style is not only defined by the clothes
you wear; style is the overall appearance,
attitude, and aura you cast. I think the
most stylish people are those that stick
to their true selves and let that shine
through 24-7. I always say, “I want to
see women dressing for themselves
and conforming clothes to fit their style
instead of conforming their style to fit
what fashion tells them to.”
Yes, following trends is fun, but what is
most important is that you never lose
sight of who you are at your core, and you
allow yourself to be comfortable in your
own skin and create a style that you feel
most confident with.

CONCERT SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

All the Summer Feels
Q&A with QUINN XCII

W

hen Detroit-bred singer-songwriter
Quinn XCII (real name: Mikael
Temrowski) set out to record his third album
A Letter to My Younger Self, there was no
pandemic and he probably never thought it
could serve as a time capsule for later on.
While the songs are an uplifting look back,
many will find they are comforting as we look
forward. The record follows up The Story of
Us and From Michigan With Love, thrust
beyond mental health and depression to
more acceptance, escapism, and advice, full
of nostalgia, sonic throwbacks, and stellar
features ranging from the romantic ditty
"Sleep While I Drive" featuring Ashe, to the
title track "A Letter to My Younger Self" with
Logic, a hip-hop, trumpet-laden pick-me-up
cheer with 80s arcade-ready synth.
With his own blend of reggae and soul,
hip-hop and electronic, and a voice that falls
somewhere between Justin Timberlake and
Phil Collins, Quinn XCII has positioned
himself as a pop act for everyone in the
playlist generation. Quinn XCII spoke with
Hamptons Monthly about his upbringing
and summers in Michigan, what he hopes
not to take for granted after the quarantine,
and how the give-and-take with his fans
encourages him to open up in his music.

By Michael Menachem

Non-album track
"Little Things" with
Louis the Child
and Chelsea Cutler
is a total summer
anthem. Your sound
wavers effortlessly
between pop and hiphop, electronic and
reggae. You grew up
in Detroit, which is a
city rich in musical
history. How did your
city shape you as an
artist from a child
through college at
Michigan State to
now?
I think growing up in the greater
area of Detroit and being on the
lake, being on the boat a lot and
getting to relish in Michigan
summers, is a super unique
experience; I really encourage
you to go. You feel like you are
in your own world a bit, and I
think summertime exemplifies
that. Being a byproduct of lake
life really shaped how I make my
music.
Influences of reggae and hip-hop
and pop and electronic stem from
the music I grew up listening
to and what my parents played
when I was growing up. That
laid-back environment was just
naturally how I wanted my music
to sound. Like "Little Things,"
there's an effortlessness to it, but
I am definitely very much trying. I
think it is maybe just because the
laid-back style of living is what
I was used to, which is why it
speaks that way in the music.

Even in the times we're living now,
it's changed my perspective on
things. It's an ode to giving people
permission to say I'm human and
I've done things in my life that I
don't love. It's a reminder that you
are the only one to give yourself
permission to go on.

"I have jumped on the
bandwagon with some
Twitch streams and we
just filmed an entire
nine-show concert."

You had a huge tour scheduled
for this year, kicking off this
month including a date at
Jones Beach. What a total
bummer. Do you have some
plans since things are on
hold with virtual shows, other
projects?
Yeah, I think clearly it's a weird
time, but I say that in terms of
creatively finding ways to pivot and
keep the ball rolling and come up
with cool things to do while we're
kind of stuck in our houses. I have
jumped on the bandwagon with
some Twitch streams and we just
filmed an entire nine-show concert.
I'm still trying to give fans a sliver
of the new music and what it would
sound like performed live.

With fans, it's been so amazing -I'm so fortunate to get -- how fans
say it's helped them with mental
health or a death in their life. I've
already seen an outpouring of
responses on how people are living
with guilt and regret and it's a
topic I really haven't touched upon,
and I'm glad I did. It's allowing
people to give them courage to
reach out. I think it's a two-way
street; I don't think I would be as
vulnerable with my music if my
fans were not like that with me.

"Second Time Around" is
about not having any regrets.
You have said this is the most
powerful song you've ever
written. You have also said "It's
never too late to make a positive
change in your life." There's a
lot of positive messaging in your
music; you seem like someone
who cares a lot about anxiety,
mental health and the wellbeing of your fans, and this
resonates in your music.
The song is really about selfforgiveness and self-love and really
giving yourself permission to have a
clean slate. I've always been really
hard on myself in terms of forgiving
me for things I've done. Even if it's
little things, I am always like “why
did I say this or do that’.”

What a cool combo of your voice
with Marc E. Bassy's on the song
"Coffee." This one is kind of
nostalgic about a relationship,
or it could even be about
something you don't have right
now. Once the storm passes,
what are you most looking
forward to?
I could give you like a hundred
different answers. I'm looking
forward to comfortably being
with groups of people, whether
that's friends on the beach or at a
restaurant. Talking to a stranger. I
think I'm realizing I have taken for
granted human interaction, really
just like enjoying the presence of
other people. "Coffee" to me, that
song was made here, filmed in my
house. It covers the restrictions of
quarantine and this time we are
living in. Ten years from now I'll
remember the time we were living
in. It will be like a time capsule of
the things that were going on.

YOUR JITNEY

PLAYLIST

8. Good Day
Brett Eldredge

14. Can’t Fight
Lianne La Havas

9. Honey in the Summer
PUBLIC

15. What’s Luv?
Fat Joe feat. Ja-Rule
& Ashanti

10. Better Day
Young Bombs feat.
Aloe Blacc

Curated by

DJ Kris Bistre

1. Are You Gonna Tell Her?
Tove Lo feat. MC Zaac
2. Burning Man
Dierks Bentley
3. Keep It Simple
Matoma feat. Wilder Woods
4. Carry Me Away
John Mayer
5. Cult4Ever
SAINt JHN
6. Lover (Remix)
Taylor Swift feat. Shawn Mendes
7. Head & Heart
Joel Corry feat. MNEK

16. Listen to the Music
The Doobie Brothers

11. Stupid Love
Lady Gaga

17. Lovin’ On You
Luke Combs

12. Girls Like You
Maroon 5 feat. Cardi B

18. Party For One
Carley Rae Jepsen

13. Good Times Roll
Jimmie Allen feat. Nelly

19. Big Yellow Taxi
Counting Crows
20. Staycation
Josh Melton

thank
you
essential workers
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